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WIRE SKIN MACHINE

Stripping Length 0.1〜89,999.9mm (Approx. 90M)

Stroke Length  Optional Setting

Possible to do Separate-Stripping



The blade is incorporated in an exclusive attachment.

The blade of the attachment is exchangeable.

However, we recommend that several attachments are

prepared When an attachment is mounted to a machine,

it is completion just to insert along a slot.

The operation in the normal operation does terminal

strip in the forward and reverse rotation of

the forwarding belt. 

A concrete action.

An electric wire is inserted, and a foot switch or

the panel switch is pushed.

A forwarding belt does forward, and an electric

wire is drawn for a strip size.

The electric wire is moved by forwarding pressure.

A strip blade cuts into the coating of the electric wire.

Because a forwarding belt is changed for strip pressure, and a forwarding belt reverses, strip completes it.

The stroke can be set arbitrarily.Complete strip and leave sheath strip are possible. A basic action is leave sheath strip.

"Long terminal strips"

　　　"Division strips"

　　　　　　"Terminal slit"

Feature

An electric wire is grasped with a special
forwarding belt certainly, and it is possible for
setting of forwarding pressure and the strip
pressure arbitrarily.

OKAWA SANKI
INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD.

A blade is installed in two places. Therefore
horizontal slit and vertical slit to strip can be
inserted.

When long strip is necessary, division strip is used.

In case dimensions (lengths) of each wire stripping and 
each wire cutting is different due to different hardness of  
the wires those dimensions (those lengths) can be adjusted 
by inputting each adjusted value.

All setting is done by numerical value input in touch
panel.

A round shape cable of various size can be peeled with
only a set point change by installing the adjustment
blades such as X (cross) blades.

Machine specifications

Power Supply　　　　　  ：AC200V　1700W　10A

Machine size               ：495×610×500（W×H×D）

Weight                      ：120kg

Measurement Precision ：±0.3％

Applicable Wire           ：Max O.D. φ40mm

                                  Max Width 100mm

Max strip length          ：About 90M (0.1mm unit)

Operation mode          ：Strip mode, Leave sheath mode,

                                  Division strips mode

Blade type                 ：Adjustment blade, Exclusive blade,Vertical slit blade

                                  ※All is a one-touch attachment style.

Wire Feed Speed        ：0.1M/sec～1.0M/sec

Acceleration/Deceleration Times：0.4sec～9.9sec

Correction Value         ：±9.9999％

Operation                  ：Touch Panel

Operation Instructions  ：Foot switch / Touch Panel

Operation Mode         ：Normal operation, Terminal slit operation

Memory Capacity       ：100 cases

Various operation modes

Blade type exchange is
one-touch type

As well as "normal operation" "terminal slit operation",
the addition of the operation mode by the user
request is possible.

The blade type exchange can easily do exchange by a
one-touch-type attachment.

When long strip is necessary, division strip can be executed as above.

Blade for
horizontal slit

Roller blade for
vertical slit

In the case of the terminal slit, a blade for

horizontal slit and a blade for vertical slit are used.

Wire stripping machine

Wire cutting machine

Wire Winding Machine

Cable Drum Supply

Wire feeder

General Software Development

Other wire processing machines

Products Lineup

The language can be selected from English,

Chinese and Japanese.

＊Japanese display screen


